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‘I am an agent of chaos.Oh, and you know the thing about chaos? It is a fair’—— Joker
in the film Dark Knight by Christopher Nolan 
In the past 20years the Humanities as an academic field has been in jeopardy. The hege-
mony and significance of Liberal Arts in higher-education seems to have been lost not only
in Japan, but globally as evidenced by the anti-intellectual discourses of both Abe Shinzo
and Donald Trump mind set(s).Literature, esthetics, philosophy, historicism, all those genres
are put aside from other more ‘pragmatic’ (or even policy making) major disciplines such as
economics, management, pedagogy and psychology, etc. Japanese universities are not exempt
of this poor situation. One can enumerate a series of reasons why has it happened?: neo-
liberal reformation of the university system, career-oriented teaching, anti-intellectualism
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──Abstract
This paper was the featured panel in the annual conference for Association for Japanese
Literary Studies (AJLS) at Chicago University in 2013. The panel was organized by Michael
Bourdaghs, the professor on Japanese literature and pop-cultures at University of Chicago. The
focus was on two musicians: Hayakawa Yoshio（早川義夫）and Masahide Sakuma（佐久間正英）,
their band, Ces Chiens, held a live concert after the panel. Both famous musicians were students
of Wako University in the early days. Unfortunately Sakuma (one of my rock heroes in my teen
years, the mid of 1970’s) was struggling with the serious stage of cancer which showed in his
performances at the gig (Sadly he passed away in January 2014). Side by side with two legendary
musicians from Wako in the panel, my paper drew on a brief historical retrospection and some
critical remarks of the recent situation of Wako University. The intention of this essay is not ro-
manticizing or idealizing nostalgically some moments of Wako. Rather, indeed, the paper would
explore critically why and how the interesting and radical attempts in the past has been smashed
away or even repressed under the name of ‘normalization’, which is certainly a bi-lateral result
of neo-liberal reformation of higher education system in Japan since the decade. The banalization
of Wako can be posited along with the degradation and crisis of humanities in general. This essay
doesn’t contend to go back to customs and methods in the past, but rather engages with opening
the new potentiality and imagination for the ruined Wako.
Humanities is Dead as Rock is Dead:
Death of an Experimental University
UENO Toshiya
and an anti-literature (pro-entertainment and infotainment) tendency among youth generation,
etc.
The phrase ‘Humanities is Dead’ sounds crucially serious just as ‘Rock’ n’ Roll is dead’
does so. Ironically rock’n’roll is still alive despite of this renowned declaration, even after
the emergence of punk and new wave in the late 70’s, or the industrialization of the music
business from the 80’s onward. Rock could survive even under this statement. The same
holds true for academia or critical discourse, perhaps. This essay will tell you the story (or a
brief history) of ‘an experimental university’. This paper doesn’t aim to merely celebrate the
history and unique character of this university, but it retains more pessimistic (or critical at
least) tones against the recent mainstream current of the higher educational system in Japan.
Wako University was established in 1966 focusing on liberal arts, as part of compre-
hensive educational system, Wako Gakuen, whose original foundation (as the school holding
kindergarten, elementary, junior/senior high school) branched from Seijo Gakuen, which is
known for its liberal and anti-military background since the era of WWII. Wako university
is located in a southwest suburb of Tokyo, Machida city. Hayakawa Yoshio（早川義夫）was
one of first generations of students. He was a member of the Japanese rock band, The
Jacks——,‘The Red One Piece’（赤いワンピース）mentions Tsurukawa station on the Odakyu
Line near Wako’s campus in a very impressive manner. The voice tones and music arrange-
ment are impressively sophisticated. The Jacks, sometimes called the first punk band in Japan,
has style much more oriented to psychedelic rock or experimental jazz genres, unlike the
mainstream pop music at that time such as genres so-called ‘group sounds’ or ‘folk music’.
The founder of Wako University was Umene Satoru（梅根悟）, an active member of ‘the
Core Curriculum Association’, an organization of liberal pedagogists, which was inspired
by John Dewey’s pragmatic philosophy which stresses the practices of everyday life in edu-
cation. When it was established, Umene, in his essay, defined Wako University as ‘the free
community of students and scholars for research and education.’ His idea is traced back to,
and derives from, the notion of a university in the medieval genealogy, Universitas Mag-
istrorum. In his vision Wako University should be distinguished from the conventional model
of universities in Japan such as Christian missionary schools or profit-seeking (buisiness-
oriented) organizations. He called Wako ‘a tiny experimental university’（小さな実験大学）. By
this he meant the university was like ‘a tiny but glittering diamond’. These words are often
proclaimed in our professor meetings and annual ceremonies, but just as a kind of a vain
mantra, which no colleague and staff takes seriously or conceptually any longer.
Among people who have graduated (and dropped out) from this university, there have
been many celebrities or personalities from varied (pop/sub) cultural scenes: manga cartoon
writers, Matsumoto Taiyo（松本大洋）, Iwaki Hitoshi（岩明均）, Yoshida Sensha（吉田戦車）, mu-
sicians, Hayakawa Yoshio（早川義夫）, Sakuma Masahide（佐久間正英）, Koshi Miharu（コシミ
ハル）and Ishikawa Kouji（石川浩司）, novelist, Kasai Kiyoshi（笠井潔）as the novelist (ex-new
left activist and ideologue, also identifiable as a precursor of the light novel/young adult
genre, and as the anarcho-libertarian or neo-liberal anarchist recently), ……., etc.
Without romanticizing or idealizing Wako University as a liberal academic institution,
it is true that Wako has provided a kind of milieu, a singular cultural environment, in which
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varied freaks and ‘artists-wannabees’ could enjoy its emancipative atmosphere with relatively
radical vibes. Famous international jazz musician, Kondo Toshinori（近藤等則）, for instance,
used to play his sax in the corridor of student’s clubs area. Many students occupied and freely
used the rooms of student club building as their residency (i.e. squatting). Now a private se-
curity service controls and surveils the campus all the time. This has never been authorized
by professor meetings, but was decided by top officers and deans in the early 2000’s in an
undemocratic manner.
In the period of the late 1960’s~the mid 1970’s the eruption of the student movement
had a great impact in Wako University. What was at stake for student activism at that time
was thus exemplified: contestations against academic or political authorities, egalitarian
claims for education, attempts of mutual pedagogy and conflicts among different political
fractions which sometimes entailed physical violence and collision (German word Gewalt
was utilized even in the daily language at that time). In the beginning the student union was
dominated by the JCP (Japanese Communist Party)’s student youth association（日本共産党民
主青年同盟）, but they soon lost the grip of hegemony because of money scandals. The abuses
involved funds collected from the cultural circles and sport clubs. The JCP forced mobiliza-
tion of students for political issues inside the university was greed and darky and so was crit-
icized by many radical students. My critical posture or deep skepticism against JCP definitely
derives from, or is established by, the very historical fact and followed experiences of those
days, in witnessing the disgusting political manner of them.
Since then, the student union ‘Circles Association’（全学サークル連合） was established
and assembled by so-called non-sect radical students (relatively close to, and sympathizing
with the New-Left), based on the policy of direct democracy, which remains the way of or-
ganizing the student festival every year. Students today might dislike time consuming initia-
tives. The term ‘free zone’ or ‘emancipated space’（解放区）was a kind of buzz-word and also
quite popular from the late 1960’s to the early 1970’s. Obviously Wako as a tiny experimental
university offered such ‘an enclave’, which most universities in Japan had lost completely.
Unfortunately the atmosphere of the campus of Wako has changed these days, especially
after the late 1990’s but it is still possible to see some unique activities, which cannot be seen
in other campuses: flea markets by students on the main outside-corridor, small firing for
barbecues in the middle of the campus square (that is the legendary place called ‘Ho Chi
Minh Square’, from their bureaucratic officers and professors hate this naming), break danc-
ing or live/DJ gigs, and even films screenings without any permission or authorization, by
the university office. As a dissident professor in Wako, I am quite afraid that some of my au-
thoritarian colleagues would dare ban these initiatives in the name of ‘normalization’, because
‘the common or standard’ is so crucial perspective. It should be emphasized that one can
rarely expect such efforts and vibes in usual Japanese university campuses.
As a kind of by-product, the student protests at Wako later enabled the assembly by stu-
dents and professors for the debate of curriculum for all faculties（カリキュラム討論集会）,
which consisted of a direct democracy policy (against politics of representation) and provided
discussions and decision-making on all courses and seminars. Indeed the curriculum as such
was programed and constructed much more freakily than the conventional type operated in
most universities. For instance, in Wako, at least in the 1980’s till the mid 1990’s, even the
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freshman students could participate in the pre-graduate seminar while the elder students also
could join in pro-seminars for the freshman freely, without any official procedure. For me
such a condition is quite natural environment in pedagogy, but seemingly not for most col-
leagues and officers nowadays. Of course, the level or motivation of newcomers is drastically
getting lower, so certainly it would be the challenging to reclaim the tactics in the past. It is
true that these students need more concrete or care-oriented guidelines for studying. But
should we think about the possibility that such a ‘user-friendly’ pedagogy might cause the
proliferation of easy-going or careless students?
Anyway, it is beyond the scope of this essay to enumerate all examples of the experi-
mental character of Wako. So here it exclusively focuses on an interesting article for para-
digmatic statement of the department of human relation, the paper entitled ‘The Essay on
Methodology of Human Science’（人間科学方法論試論）(1970). The department of Human Re-
lation（人間関係学科）consisted of mainly three disciplines; sociology, psychology and peda-
gogy. This paper may be co-written by a couple of professors in the department. (Presumably
the main authors of this paper seem to be Yasunaga Toshinobu（安永寿延）and Mihashi Osamu
（三橋修）, by both of whom I have been inspired and taught very much.)The paper begins with
confirming the definition of the contemporary situation of the world as a dawn of old age or
twilight of new era. It warns phenomena such as automatic deployment of techno-science,
disintegration of social orders and obscure in-transparency of coming unpredictable situa-
tions. Of course the same is true for our time. It seems to be inspired by Henri Lefebvre’s
critical theory of the everyday life. A similar posture is to be found in the philosophy of Ed-
mund Husserl in the 1930’s, which accounted critically for a kind of mutual isolation among
academic disciplines because of genrifications and segmentation, whereas the essay tends
towards collisions, hybridization and mutual intercourses of different approaches and theories,
which all have to be distinguished from a mere inter-disciplinary or ‘anything goes’ a la post-
modern. This position also seems not to be understood by most colleagues and professors. 
The paper convinces us that each discipline beyond faculties  should self-criticize to
avoid the façade solution of a mere inter-disciplinary or way of ‘anything goes’, while human
science or humanities should abandon an idea of totality in human as well as in disciplines.
It also stresses upon a peculiar nature of human science, in which an observer (as the subject
of analyzing and interpreting) is always enmeshed within (research) objects and their fields
with which it tries to grapple. In human science, the paper contends, there is always the cycle
where an observer comes up with objects and practices, a feedback loop which is relentlessly
embodied and performed by human bodies and their interactions. But in the recent atmos-
phere of Wako, very few colleagues wish to retain such a transversal or trans-disciplinary
projects or initiatives (putting aside some initiatives focusing on local neighborhood research
and developments or collaborative activities of entrepreneurs and ecological practices).The
historical and actual virtue of Wako seems to have somehow been lost and disappeared. Pro-
fessors are just busy for how we can obtain more newcomers to avoid a possible bankruptcy
of Wako, not for critical thinking on our situation of pedagogy.
Hayakawa Yoshio dropped out in his second year at Wako(1967). Recollecting these
days he says in his essay, ‘the university was enjoyable but the courses were not interesting
at all. They were ‘abracadabra’ for me and then I couldn’t follow them’. (It sounds somehow
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familiar for us…..with a bittersweet flavor.) Certainly in some Japanese universities it is pos-
sible to find the vestige of a post 1968 real interdisciplinary spirit. This paper argues that
such traces are negligible and even treated as outmoded by perhaps, more conventional and
bureaucratic younger colleagues. The student activism of the late 60’s and its aftermath, and
the impact it had on Wako faculties, is an unknown history for them. And therefore this essay
will behave as a kind of narrative by a dinosaur.
Significant change at Wako might have taken in the early 2000’s (beginning of so-called
zero decade). First, the long tradition of 24 hours (which means the all night continuation of
72 hours) student festival held in November disappeared in 1999 because of complains from
neighbors about noises and security issues. The professors and officers were obliged to re-
spond to these local residents(although they began to live there much after the establishment
and construction of the Wako campus). This leads to difficulties in holding live gigs organized
by clubs after the midnight. Every year till the end of 1990s, sound engineers for live concerts
and techno-parties in the student festival were mostly crucial members of those in the ‘Rain-
bow’ crew, which was famous and influential crew at that time.
Generally there are two types of professor at Wako. This is an exaggeration of course;
there are a myriads of characters among researchers and professors. However, in order to
shed light on the crucial differences of staff, this simplified classification is to be provisionally
adopted. One camp consists of professors who love the (past or outmoded?) atmosphere of
Wako in their acknowledgement of a certain chaos operating in the process of learning and
studying (and teaching). In other camp, there are professors who push careerism aligned with
job markets and emphasize the significance of both the discipline in academia and profes-
sional skills in business. They are more concerned with the reproduction of their disciplinary
knowledges and methods, while at the same time the purpose of studying in university is re-
duced to obtaining  some qualifications and skills for getting jobs. They are also crazily sen-
sitive about the equality of opportunities in education and pedagogy, so that they are always
concerned with, and talking about, how and to what extent the scheme of curriculums and
measures of grading are based on the notion of equality. But, insofar as qualities, methods,
styles, approaches……among professors are so different to each other, and holding singu-
larity of each way, it is absurd and unproductive to cling to the quantitive level of equality.
Their euphoria is the ‘normalized’ and ‘common’ image of university campus.
On the contrary, as the former type of professors have almost unconsciously known,
university campuses is to be utilized or occupied tactically as ‘the temporary autonomous
zone’ (TAZ), whose concept was elaborated and circulated by American anarchist thinker,
Hakim Bey. Any institution demand the emergent or incipient stage of its re-generation.
Schools, hospitals, care centers, and local cultural sectors are never able to be put in one and
unique model. Just as TAZ is always temporal, fragile, and vanishing in seconds, all kinds of
institutions need an enclave or vacuum in their own spatial formation and daily routines.
University campuses can be used as a kind of factory and laboratory for unknown experi-
mentation and expressive performances, which might not be able to be seen as profitable or
productive in the sense of business and corporative activities. The campus or class room as
factory and laboratory is located before and beyond the conventional set-up of the university
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systems. How do we invent a kind of interstices within the repetitive rhythm of everyday life
and working? It would be done by inserting and opening the empty space or void in the very
existence of system and our practices of teaching and studying in the university campus.
Second, students in Wako are more and more de-motivated in learning and studying. In
Japan most students enter the departments of humanities to avoid natural science and math-
ematics. They don’t have any specific purpose to come to Wako or other universities as well.
Through ‘the so-called entry exams of admission office’(AO entry-exams), most high school
students can pass just by interviewing without any written exams. These phenomena are
caused by over-supply of universities in Japan. As was known, since the 1970s the discourse
that universities became a kind of ‘LunaPark’ (leisure-land in Japanese) has been quite pop-
ular. These days it is no longer irregular or strange to hear such enunciations from students:
‘There is nothing special interests in studying.’ ‘I don’t have any specific topic or issue in
my study’. ‘I don’t know exactly what I would like to do in the university’. ‘I don’t have
some wishes of my own for future’. Can you believe it? These are all statements from students
in my pro-seminar (2016) for fresh(wo)men. Then, one can ask, why did they come to uni-
versity? No reasonable response would be expected. They are honestly expressing their lack
of desire or wishes. But at least it can still be emphasized that at Wako the relational distance
between students and professors is more mutually closer than in other institutions or univer-
sities. Without any appointment, students can naturally meet and talk with professors in any
location of the campus. Nevertheless the authority and professor meeting of Wako has re-
cently decided to fix and institutionalize office-hours, which seems for me to betray the ‘tra-
ditional principle’ of Wako. 
Now Wako is evaluated as a so-called ‘border free’(BF) located in the ranking assess-
ment of universities and colleges in Japan. Put simply it means it is at the very bottom of the
higher education hierarchy in Japan in terms of varied achievements of universities students
abilities, and job opportunities. Putatively non-competitive universities are simply nominated
and posited in this status. What is BF? It has nothing to do with queer or sexuality politics in
subcultures at all, despite of reminding you Yaoi pop cultures in Japan. Indeed it indicates
the meaning of ‘border free’, on which it doesn’t make sense of the evaluation among other
universities in ranking. The level of university within the hierarchy is based on assessments
determined by some of influential preparatory schools. (Interestingly many lecturers and pro-
fessors in such schools have ex-activist or New-Lefts background. What is very ironical in
this context is that universities in the lower levels such as Wako ask the consultancy firms
for their future vision of faculties and even pedagogical system and curriculums, many of
which are run by these prep-schools. What a match-pomp picture!).
Third, there are so many students who have ‘so-called mental health problems’: DSM
and autistic spectrum disorder: pervasive developmental disorder, high functioning autism,
and ADHD,etc. Before entering universities or even before exams, parents and students them-
selves demand universities to afford the systematic or institutional ‘care’ in advance. Not
only Wako, but many parts of the university system in Japan are somehow getting closer to
psychiatric hospitals or daycare mental clinic now a day. The discourse of counseling and
mental care (through the quasi-psychiatry and conventional psychology) has been prevailing
in the space of universities, which reflects the formation of ‘control societies’ defined by
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Gilles Deleuze.    
It is very symptomatic that in Japan the term ‘reasonable accommodation’ in the psy-
chiatric discourse is translated as ‘rational care’（合理的配慮）,which is a bit strange translation.
There is the problematics of bio-power or bio-politics in the contemporary society or post-
late capitalism. What is crucial for bio-power is not to annihilate or kill opponent or adversary
populations, but rather to enable them (or people under the their domination) to survive and
sustain in the various initiatives of taking care directly for everyday life cycles(through med-
ical, educational, psychological, all welfare services, and social cares). The term ‘care’ is a
key word for ‘control societies’ and their bio-politics. Wako is now increasingly more con-
cerned with the procedure of controlling under the guise of ‘service’ and ‘care’. Of course,
these students need some medical cares or healing approaches. But it should not be forgotten
that ‘redundant cares’ (coddling) can spoil them for their future. Is it irresponsible for us to
just let them graduate with such treatments for students who have mental issues? Because
after they would have  graduated, they cannot necessarily expect the same level of cares and
procedures in corporative firms or job positions. The facility for mental heath care in Wako
has always some pamphlets from pharmaceutical corporations, which indicates the real po-
sition of university in the era of the market and ‘prozac culture’ : making students ‘junkies’
of capitalism and psychotropics. 
Fourth, in 2004, an applicant was accepted to Wako, but after noticing that she was the
daughter of Asahara Shoko, the leader of Aum Cult which organized the sarin gas attack in
Tokyo in 1995, the authorities at Wako decided to reject her admission. This was done even
though she succeeded in passing the exam without any problem. This shameful decision was
motivated by the difficulty in securing new students from a declining student population. Of-
ficers and professors at Wako were concerned about the reaction and possible backlash in
society and afraid of the bad effect of any negative image of future would-be students. That
raised a heavy controversy. I still cannot believe that such a pre-modern sensibility is lingering
in the scene of academia and education system in a contemporary Japan, especially in an in-
stitution relatively known as a liberal and lefty institution, such as Wako University. (There
could be another possible reason. The Japanese communist party（日本共産党） was specifically
concerned with the activity of Aum cult, because one of its members, the advocate, Sakamoto,
who was very active against Aum, was murdered and assassinated with his family by the
Aum cult. Given that there are some members and sympathizers of JCP among staff in the
authority of Wako, the shameful choice might come from this political-affective back-
ground…….)
We, as workers at Wako, can never readily criticize ‘the hate speech’ or violent abuse
against minorities in the recent political climate in Japan, precisely because we were com-
pliant with the shameful discrimination of this surprisingly stupid decision——almost like
pre-modern or feudal sensibility! The discourse against varied types of discriminations has
been quite dominant and prevailing in Wako but there are few colleagues, students, and work-
ers who problematize the incident in the 2003. In order to re-activate and re-empower the
virtue of Wako, it would be inevitable to grapple with our fatal failure, shameful decision,
and hypocrite liberal postures. At that period the president of Wako was Mihashi Osamu, so-
ciologist with an expertise in minorities in Japan, whose representative work has the title The
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Notes on Discrimination（差別論ノート）. What irony! It is vain and nonsensical to accuse Mi-
hashi of making such a decision as the president, while it must be questioned radically about
how he was caught in the prey of such a difficult choice. If we accepted her as a student,
then Wako would be bankrupted, some colleagues openly said at that time. But the incident
totally derogated the brand image of Wako as liberal——although it was a mere illusion.
Even if it will really come as our destiny, the bankruptcy of Wako must not be realized as the
status of ‘the common or normal’ university, but fulfilled and figured as the sincere or proper
liberal posture.
The latter two points manifest exactly a contemporary formation of bio-politics and bio-
power in the university system. Under this condition, the interest in humanities is not so
much driven actively in the recent atmosphere of university system where un-necessarily di-
visions and segmentations have been over-emphasized and proliferated between empirical
approaches and theoretical one, in the course curriculums as well as in life styles of students.
Exclusively the positivistic discourse and empirical disciplines are dominant, whereas hu-
manities or critical theory get increasingly looked down upon. This current in university ed-
ucation is inextricably tied up with the shift of the formation of capitalism as such.
Post-Fordism system mirrors the emergence of ‘control societies’ rather than ‘discipline so-
cieties’, where, just as businesses taking over factories, the space of education is replaced by
‘continuing education’（生涯教育）and exam by ‘continuous assessment’, which Deleuze hated
and criticized very much in his Negotiation.(NE:179) The pragmatic pedagogy is being oc-
cupied and jeopardized by mere practical knowledge on skills. Then a terminology of self-
help or self-development is focused on in order to draw on this process in the market to
contaminate in the everyday life like viruses. ‘The self’ is treated as resource in this society
and the identity is exclusively envisioned as a step in the process of careers. Everybody would
like to speak, express and perform on their own in control societies, whose info-environments
afford the varied media and tools: SNS, twitter, blogs, youtube,etc. Here ironically Japanese
I-novel genre（私小説）has finally reached to a final destination or its own cultural asylum in
‘the I-world (un)consciousness’（セカイ系（無）意識）. Acting out of searching a self-identity
has been at stake as if it were in itself an endless paranoia.
In the contemporary situation the alienation is represented by the series of panic, de-
pression, and existential anxiety. Everybody is contained in ‘the prison named the self’. The
self-presentation omnipresent in SNS is the very confinement of subjectivities enforced by
a certain affective or ideological conformism, which is grasped as ‘reading the air-atmos-
phere’（空気を読む） in the slang of daily Japanese language.
What should a university education be against this trend? What can we do in such a
lamentable situation? This essay addresses two brief fragmentary ideas, the one drawn from
Hayakawa’s essay and the other from French philosopher, Jacques Rancière and some others. 
Once Hayakawa wrote about the relationship between learning/knowledge and self-
identity in his essay.
‘It does not matter to know. Knowing is not big issue. No difference exists whether
or not one might know something. Even I feel, knowing is somehow
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shameful.’(TB:214)  
‘Listening to the Beatles is sensing the echo in oneself with the Beatles. One listen
Beatles to know oneself. --------To write as a critic, in its essential level, is also to
express the self.’ (ibid:215)
These lines hold a slight resonance with the discourse of contestation or critical theory
of everyday life, if not specific to the 1960s, although Hayakawa himself was not enthusiastic
to those discourses or postures at all. What has been recommended and flourished in the ed-
ucation of Wako since long time is always focused on doing something concrete or practical.
Also in our campus, the discourse such as ‘it is much more important to do something con-
crete or practical than reading books’ is unnecessarily prevailing and dominant even among
instructors and lecturers. In this current, certainly even students who dislike reading books
or texts can somehow enjoy studying and learning. Of course, it can be used as an easy pretext
to not engage with serious academic initiatives. In other words, Hayakawa’s statement is too
compliant and compatible with, typical postures of students in Wako in its worst implication.
His lines, however, seem to point out the conjunction of power and knowledge, or obedience
and emancipation of thoughts. And it contends the potential of not-knowing or unlearning,
which can be scrutinized and examined performatively in a certain kind of milieu (in the
sense of cultural or mediologic environments of university campuses and departments as a
laboratory for varied experimentations). From his statements one could acquire another sense
of learning: it is the process of ‘unlearning’.
The term unlearning indicates the gesture of ‘everyday intellectuals’ of abandoning what
they have already learned in order to provide the different dimension with the same concep-
tual scheme. The knowledge, skills, methods, and concepts acquired in educational practices
are to be once cast off and relinquished in order to reflect upon and envision critically his(her)
position and pedagogical achievements. Abandoning something learned or studied in this
context doesn’t mean merely dismissing or binning knowledges which were already obtained.
Rather indeed, it is even creative, positive, and affirmative in the sense of ‘undoing’ what
has been already done. It is a practice of repeating in a different way or unfolding what is
bound up in a nexus or series of thinking.
Jacques Rancière, in his book entitled in Le maître ignorant: Cinq leçons sur l’émanci-
pation intellectuelle, The Ignorant Schoolmaster: Five Lessons in Intellectual Emancipation
(IS:25~26), introduced an interesting case of pedagogy by Francois Jacot, who should teach
French language to Flemish-Speaking children in Belgium. By reading a classic adventure
novel, children began to learn the French language independently without studying any gram-
mar and linguistic structure. Like Wittgenstein’s notion of language game, one can learn the
rules by playing the game without knowing its rules evidently. In other words, people can
learn what they have not yet known or studied. Everybody is capable of anticipate what s/he
will learn, which might be an ability of ‘unlearning’: by abandoning what s/he has already
learn. It could be treated also as the rule of language games of humanities. Rancière says,
‘ “There is stupidity where an intelligence is subordinated to another intelligence”.
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(ibid) Subjectification(obedience) becomes stupid and bêtise when it links the one
intelligence to the other. In the act of teaching and learning there are two wills and
two intelligences. One would call stupidity their coincidence.’ (IS:25-26, my trans-
lation from French)
A stupidity, in any educational system, neither comes from, nor is reducible to, the in-
feriority of intelligence or the failure of knowledge. In teaching and learning there is always
a divergence between will (motive or desire) and intelligence (knowledges or skills) for the
learning subject. But schoolmasters tend to identify or assimilate both moments, but some-
times students (pupils) would like to follow their own wishes and motivation. Then they can
realize the gap or crack in both. In this case, the stupidity gives rise to an emancipation of
intelligence: combining an autonomy of unlearning and a heteronomy of learning. This eman-
cipation is the self-awareness of mutual (un)learning and equality of intelligence. What makes
people stupid in an education system is not a lack of instruction or knowledge, but the very
belief about the putative inferiority among people or students.(MI:68) Stupidity is an effect
of bare-action and micro-politics in the practice of education; in which teaching subject and
learning subject can take over each other’s position one another, at the same time an attempt
of exchanging the roles hypothetically can be a driving force of pedagogy. What is at stake
in the pedagogy of humanities, at least as one of its tasks, is to focus, articulate, interpret and
even posit a presence of stupidity immanently embedded within our daily communication
and education as such. In a certain condition the stupidity has a creative potential. The stu-
pidity can be enacted, embodied, and performed in university campuses. The space of a uni-
versity campus should be envisioned as a kind of laboratory or relational fields, from which
the varied expressive and conceptual (sometimes political maybe) initiatives could emerge
within.
In his Difference and Repetition (the fifth postulate of the third chapter), Deleuze has
already insisted that stupidity or bêtise doesn’t imply an error or ‘the greatest weakness of
thought’ but rather ‘the source of its highest power’ in what it enforces, and also contended
that a bêtise is just an interaction between thought and individuation, insofar as individuation
can neither afford a background nor a form to a thought, which traverses the ego/self by con-
stituting all cognitive processes through what is not recognized, the unknown. Bêtise (stu-
pidity) is always inevitably humanistic——or at least, immanent to humanity——which
nevertheless retains an animality or beasty part in/human.(DR:188) Also for his theoretical
and political partner, Guattari, the “bêtise of Left” or the stupidity of radicals should be en-
visioned in an affirmative or tactical perspective. Both intelligence and everyday politics for
them cannot depart from a mere ‘humanism’ but indicate a reverse side of humanity as bêtise
(stupidity), or the notion of humanism by ‘becoming animal’ or ‘becoming imperceptible’. 
From a different angle, Deleuze&Guattari raised the question of stupidity in terms of
the life of workers, especially its negative aspect under the capitalist formation. They rely
on the analysis of ‘the scientific and technical worker’ by André Gorz. (In fact Umene, the
founder of Wako UNV, also defined the task of this university as cultivating ‘scientific work-
ers’ and ‘philosophizing daily livers 哲学する生活者’.) D&G say, ‘Although he has mastered
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a flow of knowledge, information, and training, he is so absorbed in capital that the reflux of
organized, axiomatized stupidity coincides with him, so that, when he goes home in evening,
he discovers his little desiring-machines by tinkering with television set——O
despair’.(AO:236) The capitalist system requires a certain sense of stupidity in order to sta-
bilize and sustain itself, for capitalism, although it sounds paradoxical, is always dependent
on the effusion and apparatus of anti-production, which is brought into the very production
at all levels of the process. Insofar as the education system is the apparatus to let children
entering into the formation of capitalist labor and way of living, the moment of anti-produc-
tion is to be invoked as well. The excessive part of resources in the production of working is
absorbed into the lack which populations stay to hold in their own desiring-process. The in-
corporation or absorption is achieved by the expenditure or non-productive consumption
(consumation in Bataille’s sense), which is an unnecessary but constitutive counterpart of
‘the restricted economy’, so-called the accursed share in ‘the general economy’. Turning
back to our context, the effusion of anti-production——if not play, game and ludus in the
daily life——superposes and doubles the flow of capitalistic knowledge and skills with a
least peace or flow of stupidity that is permanently demanded for the integration of capitalistic
system and individuals.
So it should be confirmed once again that the stupidity is not simply the negative aspect
of knowledge or a lack of intelligence, but indeed is more concerned with sustainability of
capitalism and modern society. The teachers who are accustomed to and identified themselves
with disciplined formations, cannot understand and even imagine the virtue or potentiality
of stupidity. Then what should be done in order to eschew the futile or uncreative distinction
between the lord and the bondage, or the master and the slave in pedagogy? Something has
to be elaborated through (willing or tactical) stupidity. Around the pivot of stupidity, as once
one of ex-professor of Wako, linguistic sociologist, Suzuki Keisuke（鈴木勁介） brilliantly
stated, ‘the ideal formation of university must consist in a recursive cycle, in which professors
teach students, then students teach officers (in the sense that officers should listen the varied
voices of students in order to realize more better condition) and in turn officers teach profes-
sors’. To reclaim and re-empower the quintessence of Wako, expressive and experimental
moments is to be set in implementation.
The virtue of expressive cultures, for instance, including music and visual experiments,
seemingly retain the potential to re-actualize the vibes, atmosphere, info-environment and
milieu that are potentially immanent university campuses. Unknown creativities and capac-
ities emerges out from some stupidity. We still need différends and dissensus among varied
disciplines and methods (which means theoretical collisions and antagonism among sciences
and thoughts) as Kant had already stressed upon in his late work, ‘The Conflict of Faculties’.
In this manner the death of a small experimental university, Wako UNV, alludes to us a di-
aphanous possibility of rebirth and re-actualization of humanities beyond the death of the
university system in Japan. Because ‘where the crisis exists, then the salvation can emerge’
(Heidegger). Now the faculty system of humanities in Japan is passing through the tough
critical edge. But as the history of humanities has taught us, a death is always a potential to-
ward rebirth. No mythology operates here, however it might invoke a dyad between birth
and rebirth, but just a micro-politics works in the immanent plane of human sciences and
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critical reason. 
Instead of raising a stark conclusion here, I am tempted to posit a half-irony for the dev-
astated trace of an experimental university, or requiem of Wako. A certain conceptual chaos
or turmoil must be summoned up in our university campus and its space as well as within
the strange process of domestication and capture by ‘control societies’ or info-semio capital-
ism in general. According to Rancière, only the person who acts unreasonable or stupidity,
however, tuned with the reason, while being enclosed to the circle of social crazyiness (as
the lamentable condition of Wako), can show a potential of reason via stupid wills beyond
mere passions.(MI:159) Then a kind of joker or trickster would haunt and be hanging around
transversally as a specter in various disciplines and practical initiatives in the everyday cam-
pus. This joker cannot yield to the notion of arithmetic equality unlike the thesis or buzz-
words by discipline-oriented and ‘square’ teachers, but rather would like chaos to be
‘fair-ness’ for all.
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